To
All PCEs/CEs
BSNL Civil Zones

Sub: Calling of willingness for working in non-core Telecom operations stream such as Admn/HR/Mktg/EB etc. from Executives of Civil Engineering Stream in the grade of STS/EE(C) and above-reg.

This office is compiling the details of willing executives of Civil Engineering Stream in grade STS/EE(C) and above with the aim of best utilization of potentials of the Executives in areas of non-core telecom operations such as in Admn/HR/Mktg/EB etc.

It is, therefore, requested to furnish the willingness of such executives latest by 26.04.2016 to this office on email ID agmcwbd2015@gmail.com

This is issued with approval of the PGM(BW).

(Rajesh Kumar)
AGM (BW-HR)

Copy (through BSNL Intranet Portal):
1. All executives of civil engineering stream in the grade of STS/EE(C) and above. While submitting the willingness through proper channel one advance copy of such willingness may also be sent on email ID agmcwbd2015@gmail.com

(Shabir)
DM (BW-CPC)